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Investigation into 16-hectare landfill cap 25 years after installation

Interim cap: 1m of cover soils over 0.375mm LDPE surrounded by a perimeter drain

Extensively monitored – poor hydraulic performance (water balance) trigger for investigations

Investigations in 4 stages of the geomembrane performance, coupled with remedial works

…initial and emerging engineering challenges

A significant case history, one of relatively few

Investigation approach

Findings / probable causes, and lessons learnt

Summary of presentation
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During World War II site was a Royal 

Ordnance Factory (ROF Drigg, built 1940). 

producing high-explosive TNT.  Later 

repurposed as Low Level Waste Repository.

Image: http://llwrsite.com/our-company/history/, accessed 23/02/16

In 1942 ROF Sellafield, 6km to the north, 

was built to produce propellant TNT.

Both closed as ROF after defeat of Japan.

Low Level Waste Repository (LLWR)

Irish Sea

Image: http://www.nda.gov.uk/what-we-do/estate/, accessed 23/02/16

http://llwrsite.com/our-company/history/
http://www.nda.gov.uk/what-we-do/estate/
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Vault 8

Area for new 

‘Modular Vaults’

Trenches 1-7

LLW Consented Area

Site Boundary

SSSI

NORTH

Aerial photographic view of LLWR site layout (2007) 
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Initially low level waste (LLW) was tumble tipped 

into a series of 7 parallel trapezoidal trenches

Tumble-tip disposal of LLW in trenches: 1957-1995

Trenches 

1-7

Above: LLW in Trench 6 (probably around 1984)
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Total trenches area: 16 hectares

Right: aerial view of Trench 6, 

northern half infilled, circa 1984

(prior to interim cap)

Trench disposal of LLW: 1957-1995

Trenches 

1-7

Drain at base 

of Trench

Area for future

Vault 8

Trench 7 area, 

1985-95
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Schematic cross section through Trenches T1 to T7 and interim capping. Not to scale

Interim cap was installed over T1-6 in 1988/89; extended over T7 in 1995:

➢ multi-layer system: bulk fill to profile, overlain by 0.375mm low density polyethylene 

(LDPE)

➢ Soil cover layer typically around 1.0m over membrane.  

➢ Profile:1:25 batters to facilitate runoff to perimeter drains

➢ Potential gas generation managed by 96 passive vents through an interim cap

Interim capping of Trenches T1 to T7

Trenches 

1-7

Trench 7 to 6 

seam position?
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Annual reporting, key findings:

• inferred that rainwater sheds from the cap surface in less than one day

• good correlation between hydraulic effective rainfall (HER*) and volumes in perimeter 

drains – apparently good water balance in surface water system…

However

• unaccounted-for HER varied from 42% to 20%, but always higher than expected at start 

• performance of perimeter drains uncertain – blocked lengths, leaking, inconsistently laid 

pipework

Decision was taken to refurbish perimeter 

drains in first instance ➔ an opportunity 

to examine the membrane condition at the 

periphery of the Trenches.

[* HER = Measured precipitation at automatic weather station less

‘actual evapotranspiration’ (AE), where AE is calculated from

‘potential evapotranspiration’ (PE), derived from 

meteorological parameters using a 2-store water balance model 

calibrated against measured soil water contents]

Interim capping – monitoring of performance
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Interim capping – original perimeter drain construction
- initial engineering challenge & intervention (Stage 1)

Original Perimeter Drain Construction Detail

Left and above left: construction of original 

perimeter drains to trenches (historical images)
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Top: original work of fusion welding of the cap 

membrane to the perimeter drain liner. 

Of note: 

• single track welding machine

• significant wrinkling & folding to 

membrane soon after installation – see 

behind welding team

• drainage stone in direct contact with 

membrane

Bottom: close up of single track weld (current 

practice is to use double track wedge welds that are 

then air tested for integrity)

How the membrane was welded (historical images)
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Original 0.375mm LDPE geomembrane upslope of the drain exposed 

for examination

(replacement new half-round collector drains have already been laid)

Initial remedial works to perimeter drain
- exposing the original membrane

Trenches 

1-7
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Key findings from Stage 1:

From visual inspections and soils & geosynthetic lab testing including weld tests…

Weld strengths were poorer and weaker than the parent geomembrane (opposite 

typically the case with modern seaming) – probably relate to welding methods used, 

rather than degradation

Two samples had high number of perforations; most showed limited damage –

better than  anticipated

In summary, the condition of the membrane near the perimeter drains was 

generally better than expected considering its age and lack of protection

Condition of the existing perimeter geomembrane Trenches 

1-7
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Geomembrane reinstatement works: tie-in geomembrane placed between 

existing membrane and new drains including use of geotextile protector

Installation of replacement perimeter drain
(remedial works)

Trenches 

1-7
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Remedial works to the perimeter drains significantly improved their efficiency and 

reduced uncertainties in the measured runoff from the interim trench cap. 

However, still significant uncertainty in water balance calculation for interim trench cap 

– from uncertainties in measured meteorological parameters, also uncertainties in the 

model used to calculate HER, and most appropriate parameterisation of that model…

This led to Stage 2: Monitoring gas probe remedial works (and investigations) 

Capping – assessments and sequence of interventions
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96 steel probes were installed in Trenches 1-7 

to provide passive gas venting; installed after 

interim cap construction in 1989-90 and 1995.  

Also allowed gas and leachate monitoring.

Probes installed by tracked excavator with 

hydraulic hammer

Monitoring probe remedial works 
(and Stage 2 investigations)
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Extensive monitoring for gas, leachate and 

runoff since cap installed has shown no 

indication of large scale failure 

Unaccounted-for discrepancies in water 

balance – suspected that trench cap 

probes were defective and could form 

preferential pathways through cap.

Monitoring probe remedial works
(and Stage 2 investigations)

Postulated mechanism: damage to membrane

at the probes allowed inflow of water, hence locally 

possible higher water/leachate levels

Left:

Vent Probe 3-8C

soon after 

installation

and prior to

cap vegetation 

growth
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Geomembrane ‘boot’ repairs done at all 96 gas vents +

60 trial pits across cap down to membrane to confirm depth of cover soils

Stage 2: Monitoring probe remedial works 

Bentonite 

powder fill

Geomembrane 

‘boot’ = skirt 

welded to tube; 

gap filled with 

bentonite, then 

clamp fitted at 

top to seal

GV2.1 GV1.5
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GV4.11

GV6.3

Holes in 

membrane 

(subsequently 

repaired)

Concentric ripples 

in membrane, 

15mm-30mm, 

potentially caused 

by rotation of 

probe-pipe during 

installation

Trench 7 probe: 

Former bentonite seal 

at sleeve appears to 

have moved 

downwards: possible 

indication of settlement

GV7.4

Monitoring probe remedial work: Stage 2 findings 
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Investigations did not support postulated hypothesis (right)

- only 7% of 86 probe locations (T1-6) had depressions 

- depths of depressions minimal; 5-10cm max

• 86 probes remediated with ‘boots’ – all showed some 

damage/lack of seals

• 10 probes over T7 already had boots in place and ok

• 12 locations had more damage to membrane or probe; 

four of these were more extensive, in two cases 

extending beyond initial excavation (below right)

Additional localised investigations were considered 

warranted (Stage 3) focussed on the areas where the most 

significant membrane damage had been found 

Strategy based on excavating strip trenches through 

overlying 1m deep capping soils

Additionally, Trench 7 to 6 seam integrity was investigated

Stage 2 Monitoring probe remedial works –
what had been established? 



Location of observed damage at 
three probe holes in Trench 4 (GV4.11 to GV4.13)
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GV4.11

GV4.12

GV4.13



Strip trenches ST1-4 excavated each side 
of current haul road
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GV4.11

GV4.12

GV4.13



Additional strip trenches ST5-9 excavated to chase out 
extent of damaged liner
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GV4.11

GV4.12

GV4.13



Strip Trench ST 4B – close up
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Gap in membrane 

extending into 

both sides of the 

trench
Failed seam Land Drain



Stage 3 findings: Inferred gaps in membrane delineated, 
generally coincided with seams
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Known/inferred gaps + 

nominal 10m zone 

surrounding identified = 

area approx. 6,500m2

(3.6% of total trench area 

of 160,000m2)

Approx 20m2 of 

geomembrane gaps 

identified within 

352m2 of trench 

excavations (5.7%)



Cap Construction Aerial Photo, circa 1989-90
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Construction-

phase haul road



Inferred position of construction-phase haul road 
(upslope of gaps, based on 2009 LIDAR contours)
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What has been established (at end of Stage 3)?
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Trench probe remedial works + additional trial holes uncovered about 146m2 (0.1%) of 

total trench capping – but was that adequately representative?

Northern area of Trenches (50%) – interim capping appears satisfactory…?

Southern area of Trenches (50%) – one area of defects investigated more thoroughly

Cover soils generally ok

Additional investigation focus area (ST1-ST9) is about 5% of total capping area

The known defects area (enclosed by blue line) is 3.6% of total capping area

Trench 7 to 6 seam appeared to be in good condition – not a major cause of infiltration

Observed gaps in membrane are 5.7% of 352m2 of exposed strip trench
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Further investigations undertaken – (final) Stage 4
- based on representatively investigating whole site

Sequence of strip 

trenches 1m wide 

down to membrane 

undertaken in 

phases to 

investigate defects 

– in total 1,942m

Primary strip 

trenches were 

essentially random, 

secondary 

trenches tended to 

follow seams 

and/or defects
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Majority of membrane exposed 

was undamaged (left) 

Defects found included:

• wrinkling to membrane;

• tears and holes; 

• split seams; or

• Some missing membrane / 

gaps especially near seams 

(right) 

13% of membrane had 

wrinkles > 15mm in height;

7% of exposed length had 

missing membrane

Findings
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Findings from Stage 3 & 4 strip trenches investigations

Key:

Green = Strip trenches, no damage

Blue = damage / wrinkles

Red = missing membrane  or tears



Stage 4 – key findings

• Generally membrane was in good condition; no 

substantial signs of degradation noted, some 

occasional holes/tears – as expected

• Damage appears random and not predictable of 

location or extent

• Gaps, from 100mm to 3000mm wide and up to 40m 

long, nearly always transverse to slope

• All gaps were in direction cover soils are believed 

to have been placed

– Some corresponding folds/ripples

– Expected some stretching, none identified

• Membrane split very near seams, typically approx. 

50mm from weld (welds were generally intact)

31
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• No evidence of significant post-construction 

movements (no scarp features or veneer slope 

failures). 

• Movements, gaps and wrinkles seen at membrane 

level appear consistent with (downslope) 

movements in the cover soils during construction.

Probable causes

Probable cause considered to be damage 

during original placement of cover soils, 

associated with locally poor soils, wet weather 

and / or poor construction practice.



Likely Failure Mechanism – Plant movement down slope
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Good Practice

Bad Practice

Image: Qian, Koerner & Gray (2001) Geotechnical Aspects of Landfill Design and Construction 



Likely failure mechanism – Plant working downslope
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Split near seam

Folds and Ripples

Split near seam
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Aerial image circa 1989-90: apparent downslope cap soil placement consistent with construction 

haul road position along crest spine of cap. 

Cap installation 1989-90

Trenches 

1-7

Upslope haul road 

+

Exposed membrane 

at toe of slope 

…point towards soil 

placement from top 

to bottom
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Of note:

• Construction photographs clearly show soft

ground, expected to lead to damage in the

membrane, consistent with that found.

• Contemporaneous records report the

earthworks being problematic over winter and

much of the fill reportedly ‘unsuitable for

earthworks’ – apparently just too wet.

• Aerial photographs from around 1989 appears

to show that T1-6 cover soils were generally

placed working downslope (not recommended

practice).

Probable causes
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• This investigation represents a significant case history, one of relatively few

• Membrane is extremely thin (0.375mm) by modern standards, requires 

careful design of installation including orientation of panels (downslope) and 

potentially crest anchorage

• Impacts from plant movement relative to slope and construction processes 

as potential sources of damage

• The defects point to crucial importance of robust quality assurance during 

construction to ensure design objectives are met

Lessons learnt
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